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Western nations need to be adaptive and flexible enough to implement innovative intelligence and legal systems
in order to successfully combat to evolving terrorist threats in the future.
That was part of the message from international anti-terrorism expert Jean-Louis Bruguiere during a visit to the
Naval Postgraduate School Center for Homeland Defense and Security Jan. 24.
Bruguiere was a guest lecturer for the CHDS Comparative Government for Homeland Security course and delivered
a subsequent presentation to about 130 people comprising a campus-wide audience at Glasgow Hall.
During his presentations, he drew on his more than 25 years of experience working on anti-terrorism cases in
France, where he coordinated the antiterrorist section of the Paris Court of Serious Claims beginning in 1995. He
touted France’s judicial and intelligence infrastructure for adapting to mitigate the growing terrorist threat in that
nation.
"We have a long experience with terrorism," he said during a follow-up interview. "We did not wait for a Sept. 11 to
set up a system. We have a very pro-active flexible system that is able to adapt to threats."
That system, born out of necessity in response to threats in the mid-1990s, generally allowed France to stay a step
ahead of terrorist plots while allies such as the Great Britain, Spain and the United States were subsequently
attacked years later. France created its terrorism fighting infrastructure within its existing judicial framework,
Bruguiere explained.
The focus is on disrupting plots and the financing mechanisms of terrorists groups, he added, noting that the legal
and the intelligence operations need to work together to be successful.
France’s experience with its former North African colonies in Morocco and Algeria gave its leaders an understanding
of the dynamics of Arab society, something that would be useful when the French were faced with terrorist acts from
Islamic radical groups beginning as early as the 1980s. Radical groups became more active as the Cold War ended.
The timing of Bruguiere’s legal career coincided with the rise of potential terrorist threats to France.
He began his legal career in 1976. In 1981, he was appointed an investigating judge and was assigned counter-
terrorism cases before joining the Paris Court of Civil Claims in 1995.One of the plots sparks an eerie similarity to the
Sept.11 attacks in the United States. In 1994 an Air France Airbus was hijacked by a then-obscure umbrella group
known as al-Qaida. The aim was to fly the plane into a national landmark, in this case the Eiffel Tower.
"The goal was not just to hijack the plane," he noted. "It was the first attempt to use an airplane as a weapon."
France’s legal system, bolstered to fight terrorism, resulted in that plot being foiled and no attacks have been carried
out on French soil since 1996, though the nation thwarts or four plots a year.
Mitigating future threats will require cooperation among nations, he added. Bruguiere likened intelligence analysis
and cooperation among nations to a jigsaw puzzle, saying nations need to cooperate with their respective
information to get a clear picture of terrorist groups.
"If you don’t have the will to put all the pieces on the table, you don’t have the whole picture," Bruguiere said,
referring to the need for cooperation.
Moreover, sound management is required to ensure resources are used effectively and so that a judicial system can
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adapt to new dangers. He noted that terrorists groups are like a "virus" system without a centralized leadership,
while the nations affected by those groups are more of a "structured" system.
That "virus" like nature is exemplified by some of the new dangers posed by radical groups. Bruguiere pointed to the
situation in Algeria as well as in the Sahel where the Islamic Group for Call and Combat (GSPC) formally linked
itself with Al Qaida in 2007. That created a united al-Qaida front in the region and enabled establishment of a
logistical base in nearby Mali. The group is also reaching out to radical neighbors, such Al Shabaab in Somalia.
The concern is that this partnering and establishment of bases could facilitate an attack in France, said Bruguiere.
Around the globe, concerns common to the United States and the European Union abound. The groups thrive in
places like Pakistan and increasingly so in Yemen. He further discussed some budding trouble spots for
radicalization and terror, among them cells in Central Asian nations as well as their neighbors to the east such as
Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines.
Also, there has been a resurgence of violence in Russia and its Caucus territories. Just last week a suicide bomb
blast at the Moscow airport killed more than 30 people. Russia has long been attacked by Islamic rebels in
Chechnya who seek an independent state there.
A nation that concerns Bruguiere is Japan, which he believes lacks the legal flexibility to effectively thwart an attack.
And, he added, a hit that impeded Japan’s economy would have an impact internationally.
"We are concerned on both sides of the Atlantic (Ocean) about these phenomenon," Bruguiere said.
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